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The effi ciency of hydrotherapy is widely recognised by medical professionals, and at Variopool too, we are 
familiar with this popular form of aquatherapy. The use of movable pool fl oors is a must to guarantee the best 
results, as they allow the various target groups to make optimal use of the therapy pool facilities, and they 
ensure the water temperature can be effi ciently regulated.

The movable fl oor can be equipped with movable stairs, a lift for people with disabilities or a ramp to allow 
rehabilitation patients to access the pool unaided. Underwater treadmills can also be installed, so that patients 
do not need to turn back once they reach the wall, boosting the effi ciency of their workout.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Bartimeus, Doorn (NL) Leijpark, Tilburg (NL)

REFERENCES

Movable fl oor size Project related

System Buoyancy construction

Loadings Min. 61,2 kg/m²  (EN13451-11)

Installation height Max. 0.6mtr

Standard adjustment range +0.05 to - 2.0mtr

Speed 25 - 33 cm per minute

Material topdeck Polyester, Polypropylene colour white RAL 9010 (standard)*

Material frame Stainless steel 316L pickeld and passivated
                                                               * other colours on request

Below are some references where Variopool has designed and installed a movable fl oor.
Please contact us should you have questions about these or any other Variopool reference. You can reach us
every day by calling +31 226 333 000 or sending an email to info@variopool.nl.
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OPTIONS

Disabled platform Pivoting ramp

Pivoting stainless steel access stairs Movable screen

Integrated access stairs Underwater treadmill

Below are some references where Variopool has designed and installed a polypropylene movable pool fl oor.
Please contact us should you have questions about these or any other Variopool reference. You can reach us
every day by calling +31 226 333 000 or sending an email to info@variopool.nl.



PROJECTEN

VA Medical Centre, Dallas (USA) MFC Burdaart, Ferwerderadiel (NL)

Ezra Lemarpe, Tel Aviv (ISR) Socso Hospital, Melaka (Mal)

Ronald McDonald Centre, Amsterdam (NL) St. Georgepark, Burton (UK)
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ADO Aquatics, Bergen (NOR) Military Revalidation Centre, Doorn (NL)
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